
Submarine – Storyboard – Shot timings (etc) 

 

SHOT 1: 

0:00 – Pan left to right. 

- Oliver running down the beach. 
- Camera moves slowly following Oliver. 
- Camera tilts down slightly as it follows Oliver. 
- Oliver runs out of shot. 

0:03 

SHOT 2: 

0:03 

- Jordanna’s right arm takes up ¼ of the shot – Right side. 
- Rest of the shot is the background of the beach. 
- Oliver is running to Jordanna (in the background). 
- Focus slowly changes to Oliver. 
- Shot ends when Oliver is roughly 5-6 meters away from Jordanna. 

0:11 

SHOT 3: 

0:11 

- Camera is quite shaky as if it is imitating Oliver’s movements when he is running. 
- Long shot of ocean landscape. Jordanna on the right, off centre. She is facing away 

from the camera out towards the sea. 
- Camera moves forward. 
- Oliver runs into shot at 1:15. 
- Shot ends when Oliver is roughly 3 meters away from Jordanna. 

0:13 

SHOT 4: 

0:14 

- Facing back at Oliver. 
- Jordanna’s shoulder takes up the right ¼ of the shot (out of ocus). 
- Shot starts with Oliver about 3 meters away from Jordanna. He is running in 

(becoming slow). He stops about 1.5 meters away from Jordanna – he walks slowly 
over to her. 

- During this time, the camera moves up so the back of Jordanna’s head (as she is 
looking at Oliver) is taking up most of the right half of the shot. 



- Oliver is just slightly to the left of centre by the end of the shot. 
- Camera moved back slightly so you can see a bit more of Jordanna’s coat. 

0:21 

SHOT 5: 

0:21 

- Sort of an over the shoulder shot, but from a bit further back. 
- Oliver on the left side of the shot, facing away from the camera, towards Jordanna. 
- Sea in the background. No sand in shot. 
- Jordanna facing Oliver, right off centre. Body angled slightly away from the camera. 
- Throughout the duration of the shot, the camera moves in so that it becomes a 

traditional OTS shot (Oliver), Jordanna taking up most of the right half. 

0:27 

SHOT 6: 

0:27 

- Long/mid shot of ocean landscape, sun almost set. 
- Oliver (left), Jordanna and dog (off centre, right), facing each other (silhouettes).  
- Camera moves to the left slightly so that Oliver and Jordanna are more symmetrical 

(relating to where they are standing). 
- Jordanna and Oliver are about 1.5 meters apart. 

0:36 

SHOT 7: 

0:37 

- OTS shot, but very close up (facing Jordanna). 
- Jordanna centre and most of the right side of the shot. 
- Only a little bit of Oliver showing on the left side of the shot (side of head and top of 

coat collar). 
- Sea in the background (can’t see the horizon). 

0:40 

SHOT 8: 

0:40/0:41 

- Oliver on left side of shot. 
- Beach, tide and beginnings of land in the background. 
- Body turned slightly away from the camera. 
- Camera moves around to the left very slightly. 

0:46 



SHOT 9: 

0:46 

- Mid shot, Jordanna. 
- Sea in the background (can’t see the horizon). 
- Jordanna centre and right. 

0:47 

SHOT 10: 

0:47/0:48 

- Oliver is on the left side of the shot. 
- Mid shot. 
- Beach and beginnings of land in the background. 
- Body turned slightly away from the camera. 

0:49 

SHOT 11: 

0:49 

- Mid shot, Jordanna. 
- Sea in the background (can see the horizon, but not the sun). 
- Jordanna centre and right. 

0:57 

SHOT 12: 

0:57 

- Oliver off centre (left side, mid shot). 
- Beach and beginnings of land in background. 
- Body facing more towards the camera. 

1:03 

SHOT 13: 

1:03 

- Mid shot, Jordanna. 
- Sea in the background (can see the horizon but not the sun). 
- Jordanna centre and right. 

1:06 

 

 



SHOT 14: 

1:06 

- Oliver, mid shot. Left side, off centre. 
- Camera moved round to the left a bit, so Oliver is facing slightly more away from the 

camera. 
- Beach and beginnings of land in the background. 
- 1:08/1:09 - Camera begins to move round to the right. 
- 1:11 - Camera moves quicker as Oliver begins to walk towards Jordanna. 
- Sea comes into shot. 
- Camera moves all the way round, so nothing but the sea is in the background. Oliver 

is standing next to Jordanna. 1:18. 
- Jordanna is facing Oliver directly (profile to the camera). 
- Olivers body turned slightly towards Jordanna, head turned directly to her. 
- Once both characters are in shot (half meter apart), camera moves back slightly. 

1:25 

SHOT 15: 

1:26 

- OTS shot – Jordanna right side, Oliver left (zoomed in quite close to Oliver). 
- Jordanna walks forward out of shot. 

 

 


